In this paper we present the architecture of an application level fax-Internet gateway, and show how such a gateway could be utilised to facilitate multimedia messaging and to extend Internet services to the home or oflce. We propose the application of the latest developments in the facsimile and Internet worlds, notably MIME and BFT support for Group3 protocols, for the exchange of multimedia messages (documents) between both environments as well as providing Internet e-mail, file transfer and Internet news services to fax users. Such services would be of most benefit to Internet novices and those users who do not have access to Internet via dialup/SLIP or freenet facilities. Various aspects of the gateway are discussed in detail in this paper. The implementation of such a gateway would make multimedia at home a very practical reality.
Introduction
The Internet is the fastest growing wide area network in the world, whose rapid growth surpasses the growth of any other communications network. E-mail standards developed by the Internet community since 1982 allow users worldwide to exchange information over the Internet. These e-mail standards which are very effective for textual e-mail have begun to show their age with the emergence of multimedia communications. So in July 1992, a new e-mail standard was proposed for the Internet community. This new standard, the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) 
Various facsimile mailing systems [5], [a], [7]
have been developed which provide various levels of interconnection between mailing systems and facsimile systems. Unfortunately most of these systems are based on proprietary mailing environments and none can handle multimedia messages. So we propose to use the standards of the Internet and telephone network, two of the most prevalent vehicles of inter-personal communications to provide multimedia messaging and other services to users on both these networks.
In this approach towards seamless global communications we envision an environment where traditional fax machines, multimedia fax machines (fax card enabled computers with BFT support), workstations and computers on the Internet would communicate with each other using the protocols of facsimile and the Internet. The fundamental goal of this paper is to facilitate multimedia messaging across two heterogeneous envuonments (i.e. the Internet and the public switched telephone network). The bridge between fax users and the Internet would be the proposed fax-MIME gateway, an application level gateway which is described in the subsequent sections. Internet users would be able to connect to the vast number of fax machines and fax enabled personal computers in a consistent manner through the gateway. The Internet community would be able to seamlessly communicate to traditional fax machines with the use of the Remote Printing Experiment [SI, which would route MIME messages through the Internet to local remote printer servers. The gateway would also make Internet services available to fax enabled personal computers with BFT support. These services which include messaging, Internet FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and Internet news service are discussed fiuther in section 4.
Overview
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the three key technologies which allow for the development of a bidirectional fax-Internet gateway. These technologies include the Remote Printing Experiment, MIME and Binary File Transfer.
First and foremost is the Remote Printing Experiment, which we will use and enhance, to provide multimedia messaging capabilities across the facsimile and Internet environments. The Remote Printing Experiment is an experiment in outreach, which strives to bring together the e-mail and facsimile communities through unidirectional (e-mail to fax) services. It provides a mechanism through which Internet users can send fax as e-mail through the Internet to a remote printer (fax machine) via a local cell which acts as a gateway between the Internet and the telephone network. The telephone number of the facsimile device, which becomes an integral part of the e-mail address, is used by the Internet mail infkastructure to route and deliver the message to an appropriate remote printer server. In this manner local faxes could be delivered to a recipient's fax machine, from anywhere in the world through Internet e-mail, provided that the fax machine is served by a remote printer cell. This experiment supports for transfer of plain text, postscript or tiff image content types in the e-mail message. Further details regarding general principles and administrative policies set up for this experiment can be obtained fkom [9] and [ 101.
We intend to use MIME for the multimedia features in the messaging service. MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) is a recent proposed standard for Internet e-mail, which provides for the exchange of various media such as multilingual text, images, audio, video, applications and embedded message through e-mail over the Internet. It provides for a common platform for the exchange of multiple media messages across the Internet and also allows for different arbitrary mechanisms to be used for the display of such messages. MIME has been designed to provide a robust performance over different variations of mail transport protocols in use today. Various content types supported by MIME are as follo- In this way MIME facilitates the representation and encoding of various media in a uniform manner. MIME is an open standard which allows for the registration of new sub content types and encoding schemes which is essential given the fast changing standards and methods of data representation used in multimedia communications. The Remote Printing Experiment supports MIME ws: messages but as mentioned previously only a few restricted content types can be printed. Our aim is to facilitate support for all the major media like text, images, audio, video, application, etc.
Text
Lastly we consider BFT enhancement for G3 fax protocols. Traditionally message transfer across the facsimile network (telephone network) takes place through the exchange of compressed scanned images of documents. With the adoption of the BFT standard, G3 protocols can now be used to transfer documents and data in binary form through high speed modems. The BFT standard describes the semantics and syntax necessary to represent a datafile in order to transfer it thr- [15] . The BFT standard defines the various attributes which can be used to describe the data that is to be transferred as shown in Fig.1 . The use of these attributes allows for subnetwork addressing, specification of service request and other properties which are essential to building a bidirectional gateway. BFT also allows embedding of nested body parts within a body part and is used with ECM (Error Correction Mode). Thus multimedia fax machines can use this enhancement to exchange multipart, multiple media messages across the telephone network. We intend to use this development in facsimile technology to marry the fax and Internet communities. Our effort is to build on the infktructure laid out by the Remote Printing Experiment, to provide multimedia messaging and further make available Internet services like FTP and Internet news. With the Remote Printing Experiment in place, MIME or plain e-mail messages can be routed across the Internet to local remote printer gateways as shown in Fig.2 , which in turn will locally fax them to the appropriate facsimile user. The limitations here are that messaging is unidirectional from the Internet to the facsimile community and only a limited type of media like ascii text, postscript and TIFF (Tag Image File Format) images can be delivered.
General description
But in the scenario that we present Fig.3 , we can have bidirectional multimedia messaging through the proposed fax-MIME gateway. Here MIME messages with text, images, audio, video, application, etc. content types can be routed across the Internet to a local fax-MIME gateway, using an extension of the Remote Print-
Trad. Fax Fig. 3 ing Experiment mechanism. Over the telephone network the fax-MIME gateway would use BFT as a tunnelling mechanism to deliver the MIME message to multimedia fax machine or use G3 for transfer of regular fax messages (plain text, tiff, postscript) to traditional fax machines. For fax to Internet traffic the multimedia fax machine would use BFT to ship MIME encoded messages to the fax-MIME gateway. The gateway would strip off the BFT header and mail the message to the destination e-mail address. Thus using MIME and BFT we can facilitate bidirectional multimedia messaging through the use of the fax-MIME gateway. In a similar way the BFT header can be used to send requests to the gateway for FTP or news services. It should be noted though that traditional fax machines would not be able to send messages to the Internet.
This endeavour of ours provides the following advantages over the Remote Printing Experiment and for the Intemet and facsimile communities :
Multimedia messaging services in a uniform manner (MIME) for both the communities.
Bidirectional messaging as opposed to unidirectional provided by the Remote Printing Experiment. Allows multimedia fax users to have access to Internet resources.
327
Simplified connectiodsetup model as compared to SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol) / PPP (Point to Point Protocol) connections.
Description of services
The gateway can provide the following services:
Messaging (e-mail, fax) services. Internet file transfer services (FTP).
Internet news services.
Each of the services listed above is discussed in detail below.
Messaging service
For this service, we are assuming that Intemet and multimedia fax users have MIME compliant user agents for the display of multimedia messages. Fig.4 portrays the scenario that we envision for multimedia messaging for Internet and facsimile users with BFT support.
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Fig. 4
For Intemet users, the gateway would provide access to traditional fax machines as well as to multimedia fax machines which are not connected to the Intemet. In a typical scenario this would allow a user on the Internet to send plain text or multimedia documents to a personal computer with BFT support at home. The Internet user can send his documents by e-mail to the fax-MIME gateway (as the gateway would be a superset of the remote printer the user could specify the destination phone number in the e-mail address itself). The aforementioned gateway would then encapsulate this MIME message into a BFT body with appropriate headers and fax it to the local multimedia fax machine. If the gateway finds that the destination fax number does not support BFT, it sends only those content types that are supported by plain fax to the recipient, and also a message informing him or her about the receipt of a multimedia message and the other media (audio, video) which it was unable to fax. These content types would then be either mailed back to the originator or discarded according to an option which could be specified in the original MIME message. Also e-mail distribution lists could be used to send fax to fax users on a regular basis. edia fax would encapsulate the multimedia MIME message in a BFT body, use the BFT header to specify the recipient address (Internet) and other attributes of the messages shown in FigS. The fax MIME gateway would decapsulate the BFT message and use the e-mail address in the BFT header to mail the MIME message to the recipient or to a local fax-MIME gateway.
For fax to Internet messaging (inbound messaging),& he user agent (which is MIME complaint) on a multim-
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Traditional fax machines would not be able to automatically send messages to different users on the Internet.
The following depicts a typical messaging BFT header used by a multimedia fax user to transfer a MIME message to the fax-MIME gateway. 
Minimal attributes
Option a1 attributes
The minimal attributes are ones which are mandatory, while the optional ones can be used for extra information. The application reference attribute tells the gateway which service is requested. Other mandatory attributes include the recipient, which is an Internet email address, originator address which is the senders fax number, content type which could be either the MIME version number or RFC822 mail. The optional attributes date of creation and file size can be used to provide additional information to the gateway.
Internet file transfer services
As the name suggests, this service facilitates FTP (File Transfer Protocol) services for multimedia fax users. Here the user specifies the Internet address of the host machine (site), the directory in which the file lies and the name of the file itself which is to be retrieved in his request for FTP service. The user agent uses this information to form the BFT header for FTP service.
When the gateway receives this fax (request) it uses this information to login anonymously to the host and retrieve the required file. It then transfers the file back to the multimedia fax user through a BFT transmission. In case of failure to retrieve the file, the gateway will send back a message to the user informing him about the cause for failure. A typical FTP request is shown below. 
Optional attributes
The application reference attribute and the other minimal attributes informs the gateway to anonymously FTP the file imake.tar.Z from the FTP site sunsite.unc.edu from the directory /pub/linw/SLS/XI 1/ -devel and fax it to +1-603-564-9911. The optional attribute access password can be used to FTP files from a particular user account. The BFT body here would be a null body.
Internet news service
This service like the FTP service can be provided to the multimedia fax users by the gateway. Based on information like the news server name, the news group, the number of the last article read, number of articles the user wants retrieved, recipient fax number, etc. The gateway would retrieve the news article over the Internet and bundle it up as a BFT message and fax it to the recipient. In this way the user would be able to have news on his desktop at home everyday. As the Internet news service begins to incorporate MIME messages, these would immediately be available to the multimedia fax user. The retrieval request can be stored by the user agent for future use. The various minimal and optional attributes required for this service are as follows. 
Minimal attributes
Optional Attributes
The application reference for this service would be Internet news. The filename attribute specifies the news group, the date and time of last read allows the gateway to know the next news article to be retrieved from the specified news server. The gateway would then fax these articles as a BFT document to the recipient phone number. The file size and pathname attributes are the optional attributes which can be specified for extra information. Here again like the file transfer request a null body would be transmitted.
Architectural and functional description
For interoperability between the facsimile and the Internet environments, we had a choice of either mapping the various MIME bodyparts to separate BFT files or plain encapsulation of the MIME message in a single BFT file. The mapping option allows for full conversion of various bodyparts with no redundant data in the message, but would make the processing of messages slow and increase the implementation complexity. On the other hand encapsulation offers robust processing of messages, and simpler implementation but with an overhead of redundant information contained in the MIME header as well as the BFT header. After carefully weighing the pros and cons of both the options we chose encapsulation. The architecture of the fax-MIME gateway is depicted in Fig.6 .
Gateway Architecture
Fig. 6
The telephone interface and Internet interface connect the gateway to the telephone and Internet networks respectively. The telephone interfaces receives and transmits fax messages using the G3 fax protocol. Physically a modem (or a fax card) and fax software with BFT support constitute this block. the Internet interface receives and mails the MIME or RFC 822 conferment email messages. Physically an ethernet card with the TCP-IP stack and Internet messaging infrastructure constitute this block. Wen the gateway receives either a fax or an e-mail, it is transferred to the input queue. The central dispatcher takes each fax (uses BFT header to determine service) or e-mail message from the queue and invokes either of the three controllers for further processing. All e-mail messages from the Internet are processed by the messaging controller and put into the output queue. The messaging controller also maintains a database of previously dialled phone numbers with their capabilities for use during future message transfers, specially to determine whether the destination fax machine is a multimedia fax machine or a traditional fax machine. The central dispatcher then sends these messages to the fax interface for transmission. The fax interface will abort the transmissions of MIME messages if it detects that the destination fax machine does not support BFT, and stores the message in the storage queue. Then only those content types which can be printed on plain fax machines will be sent to the recipient while the remaining content types will be either discarded or mailed back to the originator. This option has to be specified by the originator in the original MIME message.
When requests for messaging, file transfer or Internet news come as BFT transmissions to the fax interface they are initially stored in the input queue. The central dispatcher will then transfer it to the appropriate controller by parsing the application reference attribute. For a messaging request, the messaging controller will remove the BFT header and e-mail the MIME message to the specified Intemet address via the output queue and Intemet interface. If it is a file transfer request the file transfer controller retrieves the requested file by anonymous FTP from the specified site and form a BFT message for the requested destination. This BFT message would then be faxed by the fax interface from the output queue. The news controller retrieves the requested number of articles from the specified NNTP (Network News Transport Protocol) server to form a BFT document and deposits it in the output queue for transmission. The positive acknowledgement mechanism used in the Remote Printing Experiment would also be incorporated in the gateway functionality through the ACK. queue. The modular architecture of the gateway would make it easy to extend its functionality for other services.
Future extensions
The gateway described in this paper provides a smooth transition into the multimedia communications era and interconnects two communications networks. As an extension to this effort, more Internet serviceshesources can be made ayailable to standalone personal computers with BFT support. With the use of OCR (Optical Character Recognition) software or hardware fax messages from traditional fax machines could also be delivered to an Internet user or routed through another Remote Printer server to a fax machine. Also rather than interconnecting just two networks (i.e facsimile network and Internet), an application level gateway encompassing other heterogeneous networks (e.g. X.25 networks) can be devised for further interoperability.
7. Summary MIME with it's uniform mechanism for representation and encoding scheme for various media, is a major step in the multimedia standardisation process for multimedia e-mail. BFT will prove to be an appropriate vehicle for a smooth transition in bringing multimedia messaging to the home or ofice. The fax-MIME gateway paves a way for enhanced interoperability between two large communications environments, the Internet and the facsimile network and over and above facilitates bidirectional multimedia messaging.
